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My invention relates to staple‘ driving ap 
paratus, and more particularly to those of 
the type wherein tacks or staples are sheared 
vfrom a strip and the points'driven through 
cards, tags, sheets of papers, etc. for the puré 
pose’ of fastening them together or for tack 
ing them on a wood support such as a packing 
‘case. The invention is also capable of use 
in various other relations as for tacking 
blinds to theirrollers, etc. ‘ ' ‘ 
One object of my invention is to provide 

_a stapling or tacking device of such form that 
access may be had to the same for the pur 
pose of removing staples that have become 
jammed, without the necessity of dis-as 
sembling the device to any considerable de 
gree. 

a Another object of my invention is to pro 
vide means whereby the mechanism for ad—. 
vancing a staple strip will not become opera 
tive until after a staple has been actually 
sheared from the front end of such’ strip. » 

Another object of my invention is to pro 
vide an improved-means for cushioning the 
blow of a spring-actuated shearing plunger. 
Another object of my invention is to pro 

vide an apparatus wherein a single spring 
will serve both'to hold the operating lever in 
extended position and to advance the staple 
strip. ~ 

A further object of my invention is to pro-v 
vide a stapling apparatus composed of a rela 
tively few- number‘ of parts and which is, 
nevertheless, highly Ve?icient in its operation. 

Still another object of my invention is to 
simplify and improve generally the structure 
and operation of stapling apparatus. 
Some of the forms which my invention may 

takei‘are shown in the accompanying drawing, 
wherein Figure 1 is a sectional view, in side 
elevation, showing the position of certain of 
the parts immediately after a shearing opera 
tion; Fig. 2 is a similar view, but/showing the 

r position (of the parts immediately preced 
ing a shearing operation and with the shear 
ing plunger placed undertension; Fig. 3 is 
a view taken on the line III—~III of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is a view taken on the line IV—-—IV of 

' Fig. 1; Fig. 5 is an inside view of one of the 
' side walls of the main casing for the-apparas~ 

. tus; Fig. 6 is a vview of a cover plate for the 
casing wall of Fig. 5;‘Fig. 7 is a perspective 
View of the plunger; Fig. 8 1s a perspective 
view of the feed slide support of Figs. land _ 
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2,, in inverted position ;‘ Fig. 9 is aperspective 
view, of the feed slide, in inverted position; 
Fig. 10 is a view similar to Fig. 1",-but show 
ing a modi?ed form of actuating mechanism‘ 
for the plunger; Fig. 11 is aside elevation of 
the main casing and, the plunger vhousing 
showing them in separated relation, and also 
indicates --in dotted lines how the plunger 
housing is ‘removed from and applied to the 
main casing; Fig. 12 is a perspective view of 
the plunger housing removed from‘the cas 
ing; Fig. 13 is a bottom plan view of the main 
housingwith the plunger removed, the plane 
of the View being shown on line 13-—13 of 
Fig. 11, and Fig. 14 is a front elevationof the 
lower part of the main casing with the 
plunger housing removed, the plane of‘this 
?gure being substantially on line 14—14 of 
Fig. 11. . ' _ / 

Referring to Figs. 1 to 6, the major portion 
of the operating mechanism is enclosed with 
in a main casing composed of side walls 12 
and 1-3 that are held in assembled relation by 
means of pins,_rivets, screws ‘or thelike, rep 
resented by the numerals 14, 15, 16 and 17. 
Aplate-like slide-Way 1'8 is disposed between 
the side plates 12 and 13 and is provided with 
tongues 19, as shown more clearly in ‘Fig, 
8, that extend through perforations 20 in the 
sideplates and afford vertical support‘ for 
the plate 18 and hold the parts more ?rmly 
in position. 1 
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A combined shear block and strip support" ' 
21 is disposed between the plates‘ 12 and 13 
and is held in place by the pins 14' and 15. 
A feed-slide 23 is slidably supported upon 
the slide-way 18 and carries a spring-like 
member 24 that projects through an opening. 
‘25 (Fig. 8) in the plate 18 and is bifurcated 
atxits forward end. The projections at the 
forward end of the spring 24 engage behind 
the shoulders of staples which'compose‘ the 
staple strip 25, so that upon reciprocation .of 
the feed slide 23 longitudinally of the plate 
18, in a manner to be hereinafter described, 
the member 24’funetions as a pawl to feed the 
strip 26 forwardly, step-by-step. A spring 
member 27 is secured to the underside of the 
slide plate 18 to hold the staples at the for 
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ward end ofthe spring down against the block ‘ I 
21, against upward drag by the plunger. 105 

Each of the wall plates 12 and 13 is provided ‘ 
with a series of inwardly projectin' lugs 28 
that are formed by punchingthe .p atesland 



‘ vwhich overlie the edges of the i'feedislide 23, 
to serve as guides and prevent the-feed slide. 
from being moved upwardly, as through pres 

sure of the spring 24, or a spring 29 that serves 
to urge the slide 23 forwardly as‘ hereinafter 
.explained. . 

The casing walls 12 and 13 have depressions 
"formed at. their lower front corners for the 
reception of pawls or dogs 30 and 31 respec~~ 

15 

t-ively, thatv are in the form ‘of spring-like 
elements whose rear ends are riveted to the 
casing walls and whose forward ends lie 
against the sides of the block ‘21.. and have 
tooth-like projections that engage the prongs 
or teeth of thestaples to prevent the staple 
strip from beingrretracted or moved back. 
ward upon retraction of the feed slide 23 and 
its pawl 24. 
A cover plate 32 is secured in place against 

‘the outer sides of the casing walls 12 and 13 
- and is held in assembled relation therewith 

25 

by means ofthe screws 16. The rear upper 
corner portions‘of the cover plates 32 are 
?anged inwardly as indicated-at 33 in Figs. 
3 and 6, to partially close the space between 

' the plates 12 and 13. The lower ends of the 
' flanges 33 rest upon ledges 34 (Fig. ~5) formed 
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‘handle. 

on the rear edges of the cover. plates 12 and 
' 13 and terminate at that pbint; so as to permit 
the insertion of a staplestrip 26, as shown in 
Fig. 1. A handle or operating lever 36 is 
pivotally supported. by the pin 17 whichv is 
imounted in the casing walls 12 and 13 and 
the forward ends of the inturned ?anges 33 
terminate at about the mid portion of the 
upper edge of the casing so as to permit a 
su?icient range of movement of the handle 36 
about its pivot. ‘ 
' The casing walls 12 and 13 are provided 
with openings 37 for the lingers of the opera 
tor when he grasps the handle 36, to permit 
of convenient and forceful operation of such 

The cover plates 32 are provided 
with cut out portions that have inturned 
?anges 38 which overlie those edges of the 
plates 12 and 13 that bound the openings 37, 
to provide a smooth and extended gripping 
surface for the ?ngers of the operator. ' 
The tension spring 29 has its" rear end se 

cured to the rear end of the feedrslide 23 and 
its forward end connected to an extension 49 
of the lever 36. thereby normally holding the 
slide 23 in its/forward position and the han 
dle 36 in its upper position. “Then the feed 
slide is retracted by the'plunger as herein 
after described. the spring 29 will advance 
the slide 23 upon disengagement of the plung 
er therefrom and ‘cause the pawl 24 to ad 
vance the staple strip 26. ‘ 

It will be obvious from an inspection of , 
Figs. 1 and 2 that‘ when the handle 36 is .de 
pressed to raise the plunger 50 for the next 

' staple driving operationthe spring 29 will 

65 
be further extended, greatly increasing its 
tension so that 1f for any reasongthe feed 
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slide 23 shouldv tend to stick or the staples’ , 
to bind on the slide the increased tension on 
the spring will be easily su?icient to ‘force 
the feed slide and staple strip forward. I, In 
fact due to the considerable movement of 
the extension 40 the spring 29 is sufficiently‘ 
extended so that there is practically posi 
tive operation of the feed slide from the lever‘ 
36. Obviously this» reduces to a ‘minimum 
the liability of failure of the feed mechanism 
to advance the staple strip at the proper time. 
Also when the machine is at rest as shown 
in Fig. 1_ the spring 29 is under a relatively .‘ 
moderate tension su?‘icient to hold the hand 
lever in its elevated position, but this tension 
is automatically increased by the operation of 
the handle so that ‘it is greatest at the time "of 
advancing ‘the staple strip which'is the time 
when, the greatest tension is desired. The 
spring is thus less liable. to failure due to 
breakage or becoming set, as it'is under the 
greatest tension for only a short- time. ' 
A plunger housing 41 isvsecured to the for-, 

ward end of the casing by means‘ of a screw 
42 that.extends through the cover plates 32 
and the casing‘walls 12 and 13. The rear 
vertical edges of the housing 41 abut against 
years or lugs 43 (Figs. 1 and 6) that are struck 
outwardly fr'om‘the plates 33and serve to ' 
permit convenient alinement of those holes 
1n the cars 58 of theli‘ousihg and the plates 
33 through which the screw 42 extends. The 
lower portion of the plunger housing 41 has‘ 
its vertical edges ?anged as shown at 44 in 
Fig. 4, which ?anges lie behind complemen 
tally-formed flanges 57 vat the forward ver_ 
tical edges of the cover plates 32 and abut 
'against'the forward vertical edges of\the' 
plates 12 and 13, so that the ?anged housing 
is rigidly held against displacement by 
thrusts in-a horizontal direction during op 
eration of the machine. The plunger hous 
ing 41 is provided with an offset shoulder por 
tion 45 (Figs. 1 and 2) that serves as a seat 
for the lower end of a cushion-spring 46. At 
a point above the spring 46, the housing 42 is ' 
provided in each side with a depression 47 
(Fig. 3). The shoulders formed by the lower 
ends of these depressions serve as seats for 
the upper end of the spring 46, to limit up 
wardly- expansive movement thereof, while 
the shoulders formed at- the upper ends of 
the depressions 47 serve as ‘seats to limit 
downwardly expansive movement of a power ' 
spring 48. The housing 41 is provided with 
a screw cap 49 that serves. not only as a clo 
sure for the upper end of the housing but 
also as a means for adjustably compressing 
the spring 48. _. . 

It willw be noted that. the plunger housing 
41 carrying/the plunger 50 and the springs 
48 and 46 is readily removable from the main 
casing after'the screw 42 has been removed. 
This is shown in Fig. 11; After this screw has 
been removed the plunger housing 41 may be 
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lifted upwardly, as shown in dotted lines, 
which movement withdraws the ?anges 44 
of the plunger housing from behind the 
?anges 57 on the casing members 32. The 
attachment of the plunger housing with the 
elements carried thereby to the main casing 
merely involves ‘the reverse movement and 
sliding of the ?anges 44 on the plunger hous 
ing behind the ?anges 57 of the casing by 
sliding them downwardly from the top until 
the screw openings 59 in the ears 58 are in 
alignment with the screw openings 60 in the 
casing so that the screw 42 may be inserted 
in position. Thus inv effect the single screw 
42 is the only detaching means which need to 
be manipulated in securing the plunger hous 
ing to the casing or removing it therefrom, 
but this screw and the ?anges 44 and 57 rigid 
ly secure the plunger housing in position at 
the front ofthe casing. Thus the plunger and 
its springs may be assembled in the housing 
independently‘ of the feed and plunger re 

‘tracting mechanisms, and may be removed 
for renewal or repair without disassembling 
these mechanisms or disturbing them in any 
way. 7 

A plunger 50 is slidably supported with 
in the housing 41 and has. an enlarged spring 
seating portion 51 disposed between the adj a, 
cent ends of the springs 4.6 and 48. ' 

In'the operation of the device, the handle 
36 is grasped by the hand of the operator, 
with his ?ngers extending through the hand 
hole 37, and depressed, thus bringing a trig 
ger 53 which is pivotally mounted upon the 
lower extension of the handle into engage 
ment with a shoulder 54 of the plunger 50, to 
cause the plunger to be elevated against the 
compression of the spring 48 as the handle 
is turned in a clockwise direction. The cush 
ioning spring 46 will not follow the plunger 
in its upward movement, by reason ‘of the‘ 
shoulders ‘at the lower ends‘ of the depres 
sions 47. Immediately after the parts have 
passed the positions shown in Fig. 2, the 

‘ ‘ trigger 53 will pass from beneath the shoul 
der 54 and permit vthe plunger to be snapped 
downward by the spring'48, to the position 
shown in Fig. 1. During its downward move 
ment, the lower end of the plunger will shear 
the foremost staple 26a from the strip 26, 
since such staple projects beyond the for 
ward end‘ of the block 21, such block serving 
as a shear block. The plunger continues its 
downward movement under the action of the 
spring 48 to drive the staple through a tag 
that is to be attached to a packing case (not 
shown) or to drive it into any other object, 
or to cause it to pass through a number of 
sheets of paper and be clinched-upon an anvil 

- (not shown) <in a manner well-known in the 
art. During this continued movement after 
shearing of a staple, a cam surface 55 on 
the plunger engages against the forward vup 
turned end of the feed slide 23, to force the. 

same backward against the tension of the 
spring 29, as shown in Fig. 1, so that upon 
upward movement of the plunger, the slide 23 
will be returned by the spring 29, tothe posi 
tion shown in Fig; 2, thusmadvancing another 
staple 26a into shearing position. As a means 
for guiding the plunger'and spacing it from 
the forward end of the block 21,v I provide 

. tooth-like projections 56 struck in from the 
plates 12 and 13 along which the inner sur 
face of the plunger'will slide as it descends.’v 

' In order that the force of the power spring 
48 will be more indirectly transmitted to the 
material being operated upon, its downward 
or expansive movement is limited by the up 
per ends of the shoulders formed by the do? 
pressions 47 , so that when the spring has ex 
panded downwardly into contact with such 
shoulders, the plunger will have sufficient ve 
locity to continue its movement and complete 
the operation of shearing and driving a 
staple. The cushioning spring 46 is engaged 
by the lower end of the enlargement 51 of the 
plunger, in cases where the plunger is actu 
ated in the absence of an anvil or surface to be 

' operated upon. This cushioning action serves _ 
to damper the movement of the plunger and 
thus avoids excessive shocks to the operating 
mechanism. The limiting of the expansive 
movement of the spring 48 also serves to ‘elim 
inatethe shocks which would otherwise be 
imparted tot-he mechanism. ' - 

“Then the lever 36 is released and. permitted 
toturn in a counter-clockwise direction,"un 
der the influence of the spring 29, the pawl 53 
will be carried downward past the vertical 
surface of the shoulder 54. to the position 
shown in Fig. 1, and a spring 57 urges the ' 
pawl 53 in a counter-clockwise direction 
about its pivot so that its outer end will be in 
position to engage beneath the shoulder 54 
when the handle 36 is again depressed and 
thereby ‘cause the 
as above explainec. 
Referring now to Fig. 10, I show a struc-. 

i ture wherein the strip-feeding, mechanism 
and the plunger are of substantially the form 
shown in F 1 and 2, but wherein the 

, spring 29b which corresponds to the spring 29 
of Fig. 1 and the pawl 53" which corresponds 
to the pawl 53, instead of being connected 
directly to the leverJ-EGb are connected to a 
cam lever 60 which is pivotally connected at 

_i-ts rear end to the casing. The handle 36" has 
an extension 61 that carries a roller which 
coacts with a cam surface 62 on the lever 6O, 
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plunger 50 to be elevated , 
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to rock the cam lever 60 in a clockwise direc- ' 
tion, when ‘the ‘_ operating lever 36? is de 
pressed. This movement causes the pawl 53b 
to be engaged beneath the shoulder 54 o't‘the‘ 
plunger 50 to elevate the same against the 
pressure of the spring 48, as above explained, 
in connection with Figs. 1' and 2, to such‘ 
point that the pawl 531’ will pass from be 
neath the shoulder 54 and allow the plunger 130 
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to descend under the pressure of the spring. 
The spring29b serves to advance the feed 
slide 23 and to return the cam lever 60 to the 
position shown in Fig. 10 and thereby raise 
the operating lever 36“ to theposition shown, 
through pressure of the cam surface 62 
against the cam roller. In this arrangement, 
the lever structure 36'" is provided with an 

‘ arcuate slot 63 in that portion which pro 
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j ects forwardly beyond the screw 4:3 by which 
the plunger housing is secured to the casing, 
so that movement of such projecting portion 
of the operating lever will not be obstructed 
by the screw. i 
The arrangement just described permits 

of so proportioning the lengths of the lever 
60 and the extension 61 of the lever 36“ ‘as to 
secure a- desired length. of elevating move 
ment of the plunger through a given range 
of movement of the operating leve‘r36". ' 
In addition to the advantages above enu 

merated, my device possesses the further ad; 
vantage of being of light weight and cheaply 

N’manufactured, because the casing plates'12 
. and 13, cover plates 32, and the houslng 41, 
may be stamped from sheet metal. ‘ The vari 
ous other parts of the machine, such as the 
handle 36, the plate .18 and the 'slide 23 may 
also be stamped from sheet metal, instead of 
by casting. V . ' 

I claim as my invention :— ~' 
1. Staple driving apparatus, comprising a 

main casing open' at its front end, a plunger 
housing open at its rear side, means for de 
tachably securing the housing to the casing, 
operating mechanism within tlfe casing 
adapted to advance staplesinto the said hous 
ing, a plunger in the housing for operating 
upon the staples, and a driving connection be 
tween said mechanism and the plunger ,for 
actuating said plunger. ‘ 

2. Staple driving apparatus, comprising a 
_main casing open at its front end, a plunger 
housing open at its rear side, means extend 
ing through the rear portlon of the housing 
and the front portion'of the casing for de- v 
tachably connectingthe housing and easing, 
together, interlocking flange connections be 
tween another portion of'the housmg and the 
casing to supplementsaid securmg means, 

‘ operating mechanism within the casing 
adapted to advance staples into the sald hous- ' 
ing, a plunger in the housing for operating 
upon the“ staples, and a driving connection 
between said'mechanism and the plunger for 
actuating said plunger. ’- - 

3. Staple driving ‘apparatus comprising a 
feeding device forv advancing a strip of 

‘ staplesdio operative position, a shearing ele'; 
60 ment- for severing the foremost staple from 

the strip, a spring for operating said element, 
means for retracting said element against the 

65 

action of said spring, means controlled by 
‘movement of said shear element- past the 
shear point for moving backward said feed 
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ingdevice, and means operated by said re 
tracting means for advancing said feeding 
device. \ g 

4. Staple driving apparatus, comprising a 
recip'rocable feed device for advancing a 70 
strip of staples to operative position, a 
plunger for shearing the foremost staple 
from the strip, power/means for operating 
said plunger, means for retracting the 
plunger against the action of the power 75 
means, a cam surface on said‘ plunger for 
moving the said feeding device -to retracted 
position at the completion of a shear opera 
tion, and means connected to the plunger re 
tracting means for yieldably advancing said 80 
feeding device when the plunger has been .. 
moved to retracted position. 

5. Staple driving apparatus comprising a 
reciprocable feed slide for advancing staples, 
a plunger for driving the foremost staple, a 85 
spring for imparting a driving force to said 
plunger, an operating lever having a trigger 
connection with said plunger to move the 
same to retracted position against the com 
pressive force of said spring, a tension con— 90 
nection between said lever and said slide that 
normally tends to hold the lever in extended 
position and tohold the ‘slide in advanced 
position, and means for effecting retractive 
movement of said slide when the plunger, 95 
moves to advanced position. , 

6. Staple driving apparatus comprising a 
reciprocablp feed slide for-advancing staples, 
a plunger vfor driving. the foremost staple, 
a spring for imparting a driving force to said‘ 100 _ 
plunger, an operating lever having a trig-i 
ger connection with said plunger to move the 
same to retracted position against the com 
pressive force of said spring, a tension/con 
nection between said lever and'said slide that 105 

_ normally'tends to hold the lever in extended 
position and to hold the slide ‘in ‘advanced ' _ 
position, and a cam surface on said plunger 
1n pos1t1on to engage the forward endof' the 
slide to move it to retracted position during 110’ 
movement of the plunger to advanced posi 
tion. - . ~ 

7. Staple driving apparatus 1 comprising 
means for advancing staples to operative 
position, a plunger for driving the staples, 115 
a spring, means for moving the plunger to re 
tracted position against the compressive 
force of said spring and for thereupon re- 
leasing said plunger, a cushioning device in 
position‘to be engaged by said plunger as it 120‘ 
approaches its extreme position of advancing 
movement, and stop means for limiting the . 
expansive movement ofthespring'to permit 
the plunger to have advancing movement in 
dependent thereof, previous to its engage; 125 
ment with the cushioning device. 

8. Staple driving apparatus comprising 
means for advancing staples‘to operative po 
sition, a plunger for- driving the ‘staples, a 
spring, means fpr moving the plunger to re-v .13‘ 
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tracted position against the compressive 
force of said spring and for thereupon re 
leasing said plunger, a- cushioning device dis 
posed in axially-spaced relation to said 
spring, in position to be engaged by the 
plunger as it approaches its extreme posi 
tion of advancing movement, and stop means 

- for limiting the expansive movement of said 
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spring to permit the plunger to have advanc 
ing movement independently thereof, pre 
vious to its engagement with the cushioning 
device. _ 

9. Staple. driving apparatus comprising 
means for advancing staples to operative po 
sition, a plunger for driving the staples, a 
spring, means for moving the plunger to re- I 
tracted, position against the compressive 
force of said spring and for thereupon re 
leasing said plunger, a second spring disposed 
in axially-spaced relation to the ?rst-named 
spring, in position to be engaged by the 
plunger as it approaches its extreme posi 
tion of advancing movement, stop means for 
limiting the expansive movement of the 
?rst-named spring, to permit the plunger to 
have advancing movement independently 
thereof, previous to its engagement with the 
second spring, and means for limiting the 
expansion of the second spring, whereby the 
plunger is permitted movement independent~ 
ly of either spring“ at a point intermediate the 
ends of its path of travel. 

10. Staple driving apparatus comprising 
means for advancing ‘staples to operative po 
sition, an element for operating upon said 
staples, a power device for actuating said 
element, a cushioning device for said ele 
ment, and means for causing said‘element to 
pass out of control of said power device-pre 
vious to engagement thereof with the said 
cushioning device. 1 . 

11. Staple driving apparatus, comprising 
‘a plunger casing of sheet metal open at its 
rear side, a casing of sheet metal. having 
plates with inturned ?anges that abut against 
one another when said plates are held in as 
sembled relation, means. for detachably con 
necting the rear edges of the said housing and 
the front edges of said plates, a plunger hav_ 
ing sliding movement within the said hous 
ing, and mechanism within said casing for 
actuating said plunger. ‘ 
12. The combination with staple driving 

apparatus, of a casing therefor having side 
walls"v with hand-hole openings extending 
therethrough, a cover plate for each of the 
side walls, having an inturned ?ange which 

‘overlies, that portion of the adjacent side 
Wall which ‘de?nes the said opening, and 
means for securing said cover plates in po 
sition. ' ' 

13. In staple driving apparatus, a plunger 
housing composed of sheet metal open at its 
rear side,‘ a movable plunger mounted in said 
housing, power means in. the housing for 

operating the plunger, a sheet metal casing 
open at its front end, means in the casing for 
operating the plunger against the action of 
said power means and means for detachably 
securing the rear edges of the housing to 
the front edges of the /said casing. ' 

14. Staple driving apparatus comprising 
a movable feed device for advancing staples 
to driving position, a spring normally under 
tension for advancing said device, a plunger 
for driving the foremost staple, a spring for 
operating the plunger, means for retracting 
the plunger against said spring, and a con 
nection from said means to the feed spring 
to further tension said spring on operation ~ 
of said means. . 

1_5. Staple driving apparatus comprising a 
reclprocable feed device 'for advancing the 
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staples to driving position, a spring for ad- - 
vancing said device, a plunger for driving the 
foremost staple, a spring for operating the 
plunger, a lever for retracting the, plunger 
against said spring, a connection from the 
lever to the feed spring arranged to tension 
said spring on operation of the lever, and 
means operated by the plunger for retracting 
said feed device. , 

l6. Staple driving apparatus comprising 
a'reciprocable feed device for advancing‘ther 
staples to driving position, a spring for ad 
vancing said device, a plunger for driving the 
foremost staple, a spring for operating said 
plunger, means for retracting the plunger 
against said spring and connected to the feed 
spring to increase” the tension on said spring 
as the lever is operated, and means operated 
by- drivin movement of the plunger to re 
tract the feed device. _ ' 

17. Staple driving apparatus comprising a 
movable feed device for advancing the sta 
ples, alplunger for driving the foremost sta- " 
ple7 a spring for imparting a driving force to 
said plunger, an operating lever to retract 
the plunger against the action of said spring, 
and a spring connection between said lever 
and said feed device that normally tends to 
.hold the lever in extended position and to 
hold the feed device in advanced position. 

18. Staple driving apparatus comprising 
a plunger housing, a movable plunger mount 
‘ed in said’housing, a spring in the housing 
for operating the plunger, ‘a casing, means 
for detachably securing the housing to the 
casing, and means in the casing for retract 
ing. the plunger against ‘the action of said 
spring. . 

19. Staple driving apparatus comprising a 
plunger housing, a movable plunger in the 
housing, a spring for advancing the plunger, 
a casing, means for detachably securing the 
housing tothe casing, means in the casing for 
feeding staples into the housing to be driven 
by said plunger, and means in the ‘casing to 
retract the plunger against the action of said _ 
spring. 
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' 20. Staple driving apparatus comprising a 
plunger housing, a movable plunger in said 
housing, a casing having, upright spaced 
?anges at the lower part of its forward end,‘ 
said housing being providedwith ?anges to 
slide behind those of-the casing, means coop‘ 
erating with the ?anges to detachably. secure 
‘the housing to the casing, and means in the 
casing to feed staples into position to be 
driven by the plunger. - ‘ ' ' ' 

21.“ In staple driving apparatus a plunger 
housing open at its rear side, a movable plun 
ger mounted in said housing, a casing pro 
vided with spaced ?anges at its front end, 
said housing having a portion slidable behind 
said ?anges, means for operating the plun 
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ger, and means ‘for detachably securing the 
housing to the casing. 

22. In staple driving apparatus,‘ an up-v 
upright plunger housing open at its rear side, 
a staple driving plunger in said housing, a 
spring for drivin the plunger, a casing open 
‘at itsforward en and provided with upright 
?anges, said housing having a portion slid 
,able behind said ?anges, means for detach 
ably securing the housing to the casing, means 
in casing for retracting the plunger againstv 
said sprlng, and feeding means in the caslng' 
to feed the staples to driving position. 
In testimony-whereof I, the said JOSEPH J. 

SZEPE, have hereunto set my hand. 
i L‘ JOSEPH J. SZEPE, 
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